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INTRODUCTION
Today’s rapidly growing and complex IT environments
require the shared capabilities of thousands of people, to
manage eﬀectively.
Providing all parts of the ecosystem with consistent, timely,
meaningful and accurate information that allows for proactive and even predictive actions to be considered and
automated is todays IT and business goal.
Being able to immediately abstract business understanding
from the plethora of machine data sources is critical.
Nastel® helps companies succeed in these areas.

Monitor
Everything from every
dimension

Diagnose

Manage

Rapidly identify the root

Take control

cause of events

Track

Decision Support

Understand the impact of
technology on your customers

Predict and investigate
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BUSINESS
S O LV E D

PROBLEMS

Complex business application architectures that span a
multitude of infrastructures, platforms and applications
must include processes to pass information between these
systems that allows for the varying size and performance of
each subsystem. This means creating or employing a prebuilt messaging architecture that can securely and reliably
queue requests and manage the flow of these requests
between systems. If you build these processes from scratch
or use a system such as IBM MQ or Kafka, they are
fundamental to how your business runs. Nastel uniquely
exploits these messaging systems to provide intelligence as
to how your business flows. This changes everything.

IBM MQ
ECOMM
AS400 AOPS
COS

WAREHOUSE SYSTEMS

ORACLE

WMS
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AIOPS

MONITOR
PLATFORMS
APPLICATIONS
END POINTS
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AIOps is the process of collecting machine data from all live
and historical sources, collating, analyzing and visualizing
this data using machine learning based artificial intelligence
and then automating the process of dealing with detected
and predicted anomalies.
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ENGAGE

MACHINE LEARNING

VISUALIZE

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

COMMAND

WORKFLOW

CONTROL

03
Business Value
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Nastel® provides a complete AIOps solution that captures
data from every part of the infrastructure, platforms and
applications including IOT endpoints, custom-built and
SaaS applications, databases, log files, cloud, on-premise
and mainframe and then abstracts an additional dimension
of business and technical understanding from the contents
of middleware messages to provide in-context business
understanding of the impact of performance data which is
then dynamically analyzed by a wide range of machine
learning algorithms to present and predict normal and
abnormal behavior and deploy automated responses to
mitigate presented and predicted issues.
Data Analytics

Automation

Machine Learning
Visualization
Self Healing

Management

Reporting
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C A S E S T U DY
Sales during the busy holiday season were no longer a
source of grave concern for the retailer’s management and
IT staﬀ. Their systems were more reliable during the sales
rush, saving millions through decreased cart abandonment
and an overall improved customer experience.
Time is money, and never more so than in the case of a
factory that has to run at peak eﬃciency 24 hours a day
seven days a week to keep up with product orders. If
manufacturing operations come to a halt, it costs the
company millions.
The Business Issue:
A very large, well known global electronics manufacturing
company has built its multi-billion dollar business on high
volume sales based on fast delivery of its products. To
sustain its market leadership position, the company’s
factories have to run at peak eﬃciency to meet sales-driven
production quotas every day.
To ensure the high-volume throughput their business
demands, the company’s manufacturing floors are fully
automated to maximize worker productivity and streamline
production. Their main factory facility builds 4 complete
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systems every minute. Each of these systems retails for an
average cost of $10,000 USD, which means the factory is
responsible for $40,000 USD in revenue every minute, or
approximately $2.4 million per hour. Anything that slows
down – or worse, shuts down – the factory floor causes a
ripple eﬀect that can have a catastrophic impact on the
company’s bottom line.

Infrastructure
Processor
Memory
I/O

Platforms
Volumes
Machines
Resources

Applications
Processes
Activity
Rules

Business
Users
Transactions
Experience

The Problem:
A failure in one of the factory floor’s automated systems
brought manufacturing operations to complete halt. After
hours of searching and troubleshooting, the IT teams
determined that the root cause of the problem was a server
that had crashed at 2:30 a.m., causing messages to the main
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production application to back-up until its capacity was
exceeded and the application shut down.

Infrastructure

Platforms

Monitor every aspect
of the physical

Monitor every logical
grouping of

technology

technology

Middleware

Applications

Understand the

Monitor the attributes

contents of every
message sent and

and utilization of each
application (including

received between
systems

Middleware)

Because the factory floor systems were not being monitored
and managed end-to-end in real time, no one was alerted to
the potentially disastrous failure. As a result, the problem
wasn’t even discovered for several hours. It then took the IT
staﬀ 3 hours to find and fix the problem in their large,
complex, integrated application infrastructure, during which
time the factory floor was out of operation.
The net impact to the company’s bottom line, in lost
product revenue alone, was over $7 million in that one day.
The Technology Solution:
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The company implemented Nastel’s AutoPilot suite
of application performance management and transaction
management software to monitor the operation of their
automated factory floor systems. In a matter a days they
were able to bring all of the key manufacturing automation
applications and the infrastructure systems that support
them under the control of AutoPilot’s consolidated
dashboard.
But more important, AutoPilot let them identify all of the
servers and other possible failure points along the critical
path of their manufacturing process control systems, and
apply
a set of policies and business rules to
instantly detect if any one of them
exhibits
conditions
that
could
indicate a
pending
performance
degradation or
failure.
MTBF
AutoPilot
t h e n
Goal achieved
MTTR
Goal achieved
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automatically issues alerts to the key IT staﬀ so they can
take corrective action to fix the problem before
manufacturing operations are aﬀected.

The Result:
Since implementing AutoPilot, the company’s
has not experienced any more extended
downtime due to problems with its
manufacturing systems. And their CIO sleeps
at night.
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PROACTIVE APPLIC ATION
PERFORMANCE MONITORING
(APM)
Every enterprise uses application performance monitoring
to mitigate the risk of application interruption and to reduce
the time it takes to resolve issues. By instrumenting every
component of your infrastructure Nastel® is able to provide
you with best in class monitoring capabilities. Then by
providing class leading breadth of platform support, Nastel
is able to give you end to end APM. Then by instrumenting
the wide range of middleware, Nastel® ensures the
performance of the platform you use to integrate your
disparate IT components into business processes is
maintained. And then uniquely Nastel® also provides you

AGENTS
AGENT FREE
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public cloud

with qualitative and quantitative knowledge of the business
flowing through your systems, such that you can
understand, monitor and visualize your IT in terms fo the
business you are enacting. When you look to Nastel® to
deliver APM, you are proving your technical and business
teams with the tools to understand how your businesses is
impacted by your technology, and this deliver the best
possible MTTR and MTBF as well as the knowledge and
ability to maximize your user experience.

hybrid cloud

private cloud

on-premise
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C A S E S T U DY
One of the worlds leading global provider of financial
services technology solutions has chosen Nastel AutoPilot.
The Fortune 500 company has leveraged the latest fraud
detection and regulatory compliance tools for more than 25
years to enable its more than 16,000 clients to achieve
excellence and solve business issues with respect to
payments; processing services; risk and compliance;
customer and channel management; and insights and
optimization.

Problem
The company has incorporated, and continually refreshes,
its state-of-the-art technology and service solutions to deliver
best-in-class services to its clients. Bill payment monitoring
and fraud detection are among the most important, as these
often exert the most positive or negative impact on its clients’
bottom line. This company’s meticulous attention to quality
and accuracy has enabled the firm to generate revenues by
providing such services, in addition to account and item
processing, and lending and source-capture solutions.
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Through a portion of 2006, this company had utilized a then
four-year-old monitoring tool which, toward the final days of
its use—over one, 60-day period—had failed three times to
automatically catch bill payment anomalies and instances.
Manual intervention enabled this company to uncover these
incidents that its monitoring software had missed. However,
they knew that this was unacceptable and that the system’s
failure, combined with the need for manual intervention,
increased the cost-of-poor-quality (COPQ) metric for the
monitoring process, impacting the company’s bottom line.
Solution
A handful of team managers, including those
in the Mainframe Sustaining Engineer, were
enlisted to evaluate and choose a new
solution able to provide a more flexible and
efficient bill payment monitoring and fraud detection program
that assured the performance, availability and reliability of
these most critical client service offerings. Monitoring was
essential in order to catch errors before they become a
problem and impact service quality.
After the middleware team considered offerings from five
vendors, the company selected Nastel Technologies’
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AutoPilot® solution as the option best able to meet the oftendemanding criteria set forth in the hundreds of client service
level agreements (SLAs) that the company needed to
adhere to. The solution was implemented on a Microsoft
Windows high availability configuration.
AutoPilot monitoring provides the visibility that enables the
company to immediately spot the difference between
“business normal” and “business abnormal” application
states and meet its goal to catch errors before they become
problems, increasing service quality. In an increasingly
challenging and competitive business environment, the
company required monitoring and SLA management for their
bill payment and fraud detection applications, thereby
preventing lost revenue due to poor performance.
In addition to these capabilities, They chose Nastel’s
AutoPilot, known for the deep, granular-level information it
provides, for its ability to provide top-down, big-picture views
and on-demand drill down into problem details; its ability to
proactively catch and quickly correct WMQ (IBM WebSphere
MQ) before they interrupt or slow down production; its realtime performance trends and statistics; the product’s
personalized business views and rules-based alerts; and its
real-time status displays.
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Benefits
Unlike their former system, AutoPilot enabled the company
to detect infrastructure problems that could impact their bill
payment and fraud applications on their UNIX, Linux and
Windows platforms before they become full-scale problems.
The solution’s proactive engineering efficiency reduced
errors and overall risk, giving them the ability to more quickly
verify our clients’ threshold values, lowers support costs and,
in general, significantly enhances overall quality.”
Nastel provides faster, more accurate monitoring of queue
managers, command servers, repository managers, the
dead letter queue, pub and sub brokers, listeners, Qdepth,
and application process monitoring.
Nastel’s Complex Event Processing engine delivers
proactive error determination, its flexibility in alerting, its
enhanced message editing tool based on the company’s
specifications, and the product’s monitoring for the oldest
message capabilities have provided the robust solution they
needed to guarantee high availability for their applications
and high service levels for our customers.
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I T O P E R A T I O N A L A N A LY T I C S
Nastel’s® ITOA solution provides IT and business owners a
way to directly collect, collate, analyze and visualize realtime and historical machine data from all sources, using the
latest in natural language query technologies and to
dynamically employ a broad range of innovative machine
learning algorithms to proactively discover and predict

anomalies by recognizing any deviation from calculated (as
well as provided) normal conditions.
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• Advanced predictive anomaly detection, Bayesian
Classification and other machine learning algorithms
• Raw information handling and analytics speed
• End-to-end business transaction tracking that spans
technologies, tiers, and organizations
•

Intuitive, easy-to-use data visualizations and dashboards

01

End-to-end transaction tracking across hybrid
cloud, legacy, and mobile environments.
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A.I.-related technologies such as machine
learning, predictive analytics and anomaly
detection, data mining, streaming “fast data”
analysis, and natural language search.

E ND

03

Exploits middleware knowledge to provide
visualization of business processes using the
underlying application stack data
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MIDDLEWARE MANAGEMENT
Cross-platform, Cross-application Secure Middleware
Management
Managing messages queues and messages has become an
increasingly complex business function.

Nastel® provides a complete solution for middleware
management for IBM MQ and TIBCO EMS and complete
monitoring of all middleware platforms.

IBM
Middleware
Stack

Opensource
Middleware
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• Improve the eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness of your
middleware team.
• Reduce the cost and complexity of migrations, mergers,
upgrades and updates.
• Provide secure delegated middleware self-service to your
application teams

DIAGNOSTICS
ANALYSIS

PROACTIVE
MONITORING

m

DECISION
SUPPORT

TRACKING
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C A S E S T U DY
A Global banking group needed to increase the eﬃciency of
middleware their experts and Dev/Ops users working with
IBM MQ and Tibco EMS.
This global bank which uses middleware extensively within
its business applications needed to find ways of reducing the
time it was taking its experts to manage tasks associated
with MQ and Tibco. They were looking for three specific
improvements:
1. Self-service – allowing non-expert users to be able to
setup and manage their own middleware objects within
parameters controlled by experts.
2. Configuration management & migration management –
A common method of managing all their middleware
systems and automating migrations.
3. Monitoring and operation – Simplify the process of
operating their middleware systems.
Nastel Navigator (SaaS) (previously called Nastel AutoPilot
on-demand) was tested and found to be the ideal solution.
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Nastel delivered a solution to the three needs the customer
had requested. Using Nastel the customers middleware
experts were able to define what tasks could be managed
directly by their users, ensuring security and business
integrity was maintained while allowing tasks that would
have taken a significant amount of the expert’s days to be
delegated down to the users.
Nastel provided a simple, automated method – delivering a
graphical user interface (GUI) and a command line facility
for middleware configuration and migration management.
Nastel AutoPilot delivered automated intelligent monitoring
with alerting to ensure optimum system uptime and rapid
root cause analysis where needed.
Outcome
Migrating legacy queue managers to current release levels
used to be an administrative headache for middleware
administrators, this has now been solved for this customer.
Of the 1,200 IBM MQ queue managers being used, over a
thousand were running on versions that were either no
longer supported or about to have support withdrawn,
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which would have created an unacceptable risk and could
have led to compliance issues. This has now been solved.
Through the implementation of self service and a cross
platform management solution the burden on their experts
has now been reduced so that more time can be spent on
more valuable tasks.
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TRANSACTION TRAC KING
From mobile apps to enterprise payment systems, digital
business services depend upon fast and seamless
exchanges of electronic business transactions.
When transaction performance lags, business
suﬀers. Nastel® tracks, analyzes, and visualizes the status

and integrity of every transaction, from end-to-end, enabling
fast problem resolution before users are aﬀected.
Real-time message and transaction flow visualization
provides instant awareness of any emerging performance
issues that can negatively impact your business.
Slash the frequency, duration, and impact of incidents with
real-time monitoring and automated trending that
PAGE 26
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eliminates false alarms and detects issues before users
notice them.

Discover and track transactions, “stitching” or correlating
them together in real-time across distributed systems,
mainframes and corporate firewalls.
When problems do occur, instantly uncover the root-cause
of problems with tracking that provides the visibility and
detail necessary to begin immediate remediation.
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C A S E S T U DY
N a s t e l A u t o P i l o t P rov i d e s B u s i n e s s Tra n s a c t i o n
Management for Major International Retailer
Helps to Ensure the ‘Price is Right’ by Drastically Improving
Eﬃciency and Cost Savings During Peak Retail Season
The Importance of Managing Peaks

For a consumer retail company, the period between
Thanksgiving and New Year’s provides both great
opportunity and great risk. Nastel worked with a retailer
that earned more than half of its sales revenue during this
one time of year, and experienced massive volume that
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stretched various system capacities. Companies that have
both online and oﬄine retail channels experience additional
diﬃculties in managing inventory and ensuring consistent
pricing, highlighting their need for process visibility.

Monitor Queues
& Channels

Monitor and
Handle Dead
Letter Queues

Message
Tracking

Self Service

Manage
Migrations &
Upgrades

Identify & Correct
Stuck Messages

Capacity
Planning

Deep real-time
monitoring

Configuration
Management

Cut support
Costs
Improve User
Experience

Interconnected Problems On and Off Line
Various processes and systems within the retailer’s brick
and mortar and internet sales channels were not working
together at optimal levels. Their process for pricing involved
a data push from their headquarters to all of their retail
stores. The pricing information also needed to go the point
of sale (POS) systems in each store and to the specialized
system that created pricing labels for the aisles.
Furthermore, the pricing updates were sent to a third-party
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who printed circulars with sale prices. Discounts and shortterm sales were especially troublesome to track and
coordinate. Unfortunately, the pricing update transactions
would sometimes fail for some of these locations, and the
retailer had no visibility into these transaction failures.
Their pricing processes dictated that all pricing transaction
updates must complete or none of them would complete.
The retailer did not have the proper business transaction
monitoring in place to detect and enforce this policy.
A lack of visibility into pricing update problems led to
incorrect pricing which drove order abandonment and
customer attrition. Pricing inconsistencies produced loss of
sales as consumers grew frustrated when presented with
internet or paper flyer prices that did not match to in-store
pricing. Many consumers would select a product and intend
to checkout, but would then be alerted to a higher price and
abandon the order at POS. Such instances placed a
significant strain on customer loyalty and repeat buying
behavior.
As this pricing inconsistency prompted cart abandonment
by both the online and brick and mortar shoppers, inventory
levels increased and were more diﬃcult to manage.
Forecasting was inaccurate. As carrying costs rose, the
retailer began to lose revenue and customers and needed to
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perform additional work to adjust sales forecasts and other
business metrics.

USERS

EVENTS &
METRICS

APPLICATION
SERVERS

MIDDLEWARE

DATA FEEDS

MAINFRAME

Improved Efficiency and Cost Savings
By utilizing Nastel’s AutoPilot business transaction
management and deep middleware monitoring, the retailer
was able to quickly correct and streamline exposed issues.
As a result of these fixes, order fallout was reduced by an
astonishing 40% due to the elimination of pricing
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discrepancies, better stock fulfillment, and a smoother
checkout process. Point of sale abandonment was decreased
by 35%, reflecting the shifting attitudes of consumers who
were no longer frustrated by pricing inconsistencies.
The retailer’s thousands of unused queues allowed it to
consolidate several unneeded servers, providing annual
savings in excess of $400,000.

Longer-Term Payoffs
After usage of AutoPilot’s real-time monitoring and built-in
complex event processing, the retailer gained valuable
visibility into order and fulfillment processes, allowing what
were previously “stealth” problems to be preempted and
new eﬃciencies realized.
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FINANCIAL REGUL ATORY
COMPLIANCE
Global governments are working to provide
framework to allow digital transactions to be a
paper contracts.Today a signed contract, stored in
safe in a guarded room is seen as having a

a legal
valid as
a locked
stronger

provenance than a digital contract. Year by year
regulations are being updated to increase the provenance
of digital contracts.
Every business transaction must be recorded and reported
on in a consistent way to be able to prove compliance to
regulations and corporate standards. This means reporting
on the progress of each digital transaction through the
entire application process.
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Nastel® delivers the consistent collection, analysis and
reporting of data from all machine sources for compliance
and governance reporting.

Discovers SWIFT messages running
over IBM MQ

Extracts SWIFT tags from messages
and stitches these messages together
into a business transaction flows

Compliance and Audit Reporting

Real-time tracking of the performance
of SWIFT transactions

• MIFID II
• Managed File Transfer
• ACH Transaction
• SWIFT Transaction
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DECISION SUPPORT
360-degree situational awareness™
Nastel’s® 360-degree situational awareness™ approach
provides the most complete solution for real time pro-active
monitoring, along with the ability to achieve analysis and
diagnostics of historical events and the forecasting and

prediction of future events. Past, Present and Future all
available from one place, reducing the time to understand
the root cause of events, as well as being able to identify
likely events before they occur, allowing actions can be taken
to avoid them ever happening. By capitalizing on your
investment in middleware, Nastel® is able to create an
entirely unique abstracted view of your business processes,
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that improves operational eﬀectiveness and eﬃciency as
well as delivering specific insights into your user’s
experience allowing the clearest possible quantitative
understanding of how your users experience your entire
application stack.
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Decision Support
Diagnostics & Analysis
Tracking
Proactive Monitoring
Middleware Management

Proactive monitoring allows you to see events early in
their development and can take measures (either
automatically or alert driven) to make changes and stop an
event from becoming serious.
Predictive monitoring allows you to forecast future issues
with increasing levels of accuracy and take decisive
measures to avoid them ever happening.
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PRODUCTS
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NASTEL AUTOPILOT®

NASTEL

AutoPilot

Nastel AutoPilot

Nastel AutoPilot® provides deep pro-active and real-time
monitoring of all infrastructure, middleware, platforms
and applications, while simultaneously providing self
service capabilities (allowing your development, QA and
Operations teams to manage their own middleware
queues), message tracing & tracking, configuration
management and capacity planning in a single easy to use
solution.
Nastel AutoPilot® lowers operational risk while improving
user experience and reducing support costs.
Available as either SaaS on-demand or on-premise
datacenter versions
Data is captured using your choice of managed agents or
agent-less technology
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N A S T E L N AV I GAT O R ®

NASTEL
Navigator

Nastel Navigator

Nastel Navigator® provides deep pro-active and real-time
monitoring of queues, channels, managers, listeners and
queue statistics for IBM (websphere) MQ and TIBCO
EMS, while simultaneously managing DLQs (Dead Letter
Queues), self service capabilities (allowing your
development, QA and Operations teams to manage their
own queues), message tracking, middleware configuration
management and capacity planning in a single easy to use
solution.
Nastel Navigator® lowers operational risk while improving
user experience and reducing support costs.
Available as either SaaS on-demand or on-premise
datacenter versions
Data is captured using your choice of managed agents or
agent-less technology
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N A S T E L X R AY ®

NASTEL

XRay

Nastel XRay

Nastel XRay® analyses real-time and historical machine
data from all sources (including log files and IOT) to
abstract business understanding and present it. Then
using a comprehensive series of machine learning
algorithms Nastel XRay® dynamically identifies normal
behavior and targets abnormal behavior with alerts and
automated artificial intelligence driven actions.
Nastel Xray® delivers pro-active and predictive operational
control for IT and your business.
Available as either SaaS on-demand or on-premise
datacenter versions
Data is captured using your choice of managed agents or
agent-less technology
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SUPPORTED ENVIRONMENTS
.NET

iOS

OSX

ACTIVEMQ

IOT

Private Cloud

Android

J2EE

Public Cloud

Apache

Java

Python

blockchain

JBoss

SAP

CA APM

JEE

Solace

CICS

JMX

Spark

Compressed files

Kafka

Splunk

DB2

Linux

STORM

Excel

Log files

Syslog

File

Log stash

TCP/IP

HDFS

Microsoft BizTalk

TIBCO EMS

HP OMi

Microsoft SQL
Server

TIBCO RV

Hybrid Cloud

MY SQL

Tomcat

IBM DataPower

NFS

Unix

IBM ESB

On - Premise

webMethods

IBM IIB

Oracle Database

Windows

IBM MQ

Oracle ERP

ZOS

Nastel® continually builds and adds new connectors and agents to a
supported and open-sourced library available to all of our customers.
Visit https://www.nastel.com/tech/#collectors to view the full current
list.
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CUSTOMERS
Nastel has been serving the needs of our customers for a
quarter of a century. We’re proud of our success, and
provide support, services and education to assist our
partners and customers in their eﬀorts to extend the
benefits of their investments.

A representative selection of some of Nastel’s customers
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ABOUT NASTEL®
Founded in 1994
by CEO David Mavashev
Nastel® is focused on helping companies to improve their
ability to resolve business application issues faster, reduce
failures, reduce costs and through innovation improve their
customers experience
Nastel® exploits the intrinsic capabilities of middleware
messaging to present a business view on top of the IT
centric perspective Nastel® also delivers by instrumenting
all subsystems. This level of business abstraction delivers an
entirely additional dimension of command and control to
your IT and business teams, reducing time to problem
resolution, improving overall system availability and
delivering a qualitative understanding of your users
experience.
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CONTACT
INFORMATION
Nastel Technologies®, Inc.
www.nastel.com

88 Sunnyside Blvd, Suite 101
Plainview, NY, USA 11803
Toll Free: 800-580-2344
Phone: (516) 801-2100
Fax: (516) 801-2107
Email: info@nastel.com
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